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the class 
of 2010 
Alison Taylor meets f ive young 
artists exhibiting at London’s 
Royal Academy this summer. 
Remember their names  
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From left: jonathan trayte, katharina stoever, juliette losq, sarah Poots and  
Michael armitage in the royal academy’s Drawing room
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Whether it’s the giant silver 
baubles that dominated the 
famous courtyard at anish 
Kapoor’s 2009 show or 
tracey emin’s controversial 
Summer Exhibition offerings, 

you can always rely on london’s royal 
academy of  arts to cause a stir. today, 
elle heads there to interview some of   
the art world’s brightest new talents.

the royal academy schools – a magical 
rabbit warren of  studios – has been an integral 
part of  the institution since its foundation in 
1768. past students include the master painters 
JmW turner, William blake and John 
constable. then there are today’s governing 
members, known as royal academicians, 
who include tracey emin and painters  
peter blake and gary hume, bringing 
britain’s oldest art institution up to date. 

the RA Schools Show, which showcases its 
graduates’ efforts, is one of  the hottest dates 
in the calendar. this is, of  course, due to  
the incredible standard of  work on view,  
but is also thanks to the attention it attracts. 
the man who has launched a thousand art 
careers, charles saatchi, has been known  
to buy entire collections on opening night. 

We caught up with five of  the most 
promising talents from the class of  2010. 
coming your way soon…  ➤
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project, along with friend barbara Wolff, in 
frankfurt in 2005. after winning the coveted 
deutsche bank prize last year, she now also 
has a permanent gallery in north london. 

the project takes its name from a lavish 
romanian castle, with stoever and Wolff  
recreating its rooms using giant wallpaper 
photocopies and inviting fellow artists to 
exhibit in the space. ‘it’s inspiring to work 
with other artists and introduce them to 
new audiences,’ says 28-year-old stoever. 

after her final show, stoever is heading  
to rotterdam to exhibit with artist Karl 
orton. then she plans to introduce the 
peles concept to new york. the variety 
suits this talented german artist just fine;  
as she puts it: ‘you can dance at many 
different weddings.’ 

J u l i e t t e  lo s q

enter the corner of  the royal academy 
that’s showcasing the work of  Juliette losq 
(pictured previous page) and be submerged 
in a captivating landscape. the 31-year-old 
london artist’s photographic-in-their-detail 
pieces depict overgrown derelict spaces using 
print-making and etching techniques more 
commonly found in Victorian paintings. 

‘i’m interested in places that are neglected 
and suggestive that something has gone on 
– whether it’s children making dens or crime 
scenes,’ says losq. her ink drawings earned 
her the prestigious Jerwood drawing prize 
in 2005 and she has had shows at london’s 
fred gallery, the gs tower in seoul and 
theodore: art in new york. 

for her postgraduate show, losq will debut 
her atmospheric paintings of  dilapidated 
interiors. this isn’t a move away from her 
love of  landscapes – something of  a lost art 
in modern circles. ‘there are artists that still 
use them, but it is hard to shrug off  that tV 
Watercolour Challenge reputation,’ she says. 

 
K at h a r i na  s to e V e r

german conceptual artist Katharina 
stoever (above) established the peles empire 

stoever 
exhibits Peles 

posters 
alongside her 

striking 
photo-collage 

work 

‘The feedback was pretty 
polarised – 
people either loVed  
it or hated it, which is  
a good place to be’

m i c h a e l  a r m i tag e

the graphic artwork of  slade 
graduate michael armitage (below) 
– giant colourful motifs layered 
onto woven mats – is informed  
by his home country of  Kenya. 
armitage comes from nairobi and 
the mats he uses as canvases are 
made in a village called Kipungani 

on a tiny Kenyan island called lamu. ‘the 
village makes these mats,’ he explains. ‘and 
i keep getting my family to bring them over.’ 

armitage combines painting and 
airbrushing techniques with beading and 
other craft techniques. african symbolism 
and pop art are his main influences. ‘i look 
at pop artists like tom Wesselmann and 
dieter roth, as well as african artists,’  ➤  
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armitage 
uses 

canvases 
sourced 
from the 
kenyan 
island of 

lamu 
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‘i’m really interested in overlooked spaces 
and fleeting moments that people don’t 
necessarily notice in such a big city,’ says 
sarah poots (below), 27. the artist’s 
bittersweet works beautify unlikely urban 
snapshots, like the plastic ribbon curtain of  
a soho sex shop. ‘i start with a photograph 
and then i sketch it, often from my bathtub, 
before moving onto oil paints,’ she says. 

originally from northern ireland, poots 
started out at the glasgow school of  art, but 
the royal academy has been her biggest 
career highlight so far. ‘i love that i can nip in 
to the library and see goya prints,’ she says.

looking ahead, poots will be part of   
a show for emerging artists at the ormeau 
baths gallery, belfast’s contemporary art 
exhibition space. she is also hoping to set  
up a studio in east london, close to many  
of  her glasgow school of  art friends, 
including fellow rising star and former 
flatmate caroline Walker.

J o nat h a n  t r ay t e 

Jonathan trayte (above), 29, has been up 
since 5am drinking in the sights and smells 
of  london’s smithfield meat market.  
a food obsession feeds this yorkshireman’s 
sculptures – lovingly crafted from wax. 

‘humbug’ is trayte’s name for one sweet-
like sculpture. ‘it’s very silly,’ he explains.  
‘i was envisaging a watermelon and 
thinking, “What can i do to make it mine?”’ 

trayte was an assistant to the painter 
gary hume and now works at the ab 
fine art foundry in london, which casts 
work for sculptors marc quinn and anish 
Kapoor. but his focus on food began 
when he worked at a restaurant to fund 
his fine-art degree at the Kent institute  
of  art & design in canterbury. 

it’s a formula that seems to be working. 
all his mid-course exhibition pieces were 
bought by collectors, and he recently 
exhibited at london’s saatchi gallery.

 
RA Schools Show is at the Royal Academy of  
Arts, London W1, from 16 to 27 June 2010;  
enq royalacademy.org.uk  n

‘I’m really interested in 
overlooked spaces 
and fleeting moments 
that people don’t 
notice in a big city’ 

Poots’ oil 
paintings 

depict small, 
unnoticed 
details of 
urban life

he says. the 26-year-old’s work was in the 
simon oldfield contemporary art show 
Ascension 2008. ‘the feedback was pretty 
polarised – people either loved it or hated 
it, which is a good place to be.’

post ra show, armitage is considering  
a trip to Kenya to exhibit his work out 
there and also to hone the production of  
the mats, before setting up shop in london.

trayte with 
his wax 

sweet-like 
‘humbug’  
sculpture
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